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HOIST ® MOTIONCAGE ®

Visit hoistfitness.com/MotionCage for more details.
800.548.5438 

There’s a reason we worked with world-renowned fitness facilities, expert 
personal trainers and exercise physiologists to develop the MotionCage® 
Functional Training System. At HOIST, we listen to exactly what you, your 
trainers and your members want. That’s why the MotionCage® and the 
compact MotionCage® Studio were designed with customizable station 
layout and frame color – to fit the exact needs and look of your facility. 
It’s why we created more than a dozen workout stations – to give your 
trainers and members practically unlimited exercise options. And it’s why 
the industry is raving about the most unique functional training system on 
the market.

WITH
THE

MotionCage® Studio
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 improve their engagement in your facility.
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Shari Whitley
Women’s Workout World
Chicago, IL

“For me, ASF is way more t
han a payment processing 
company. I really like the 
people and have a very solid 
relationship – we consider 
them friends. I can call anytime 
and ask what they’re seeing 
out there in the industry, such 
as club salaries or equipment 
trends. They’re just great 
people to talk to and they 
work with you.”

Who you conduct business with matters.

With ASF, you’re not a number. We believe in building genuine, long-term relationships with 
our clients that start with an established and trusted account support person. A representative 
who knows you and your business; can work with you on any issue; and leaves you with a good 
experience feeling satisfied at the end of every call.

ASF clients receive more on-time payments than other clubs because we make sure our personal 
interaction with your members is polite and professional. We treat your members like they’re our 
clients too. Every health club deserves personalized attention – not another number in a call 
center. You need to talk to someone who knows everything about your business. We work hard to 
give our clients everything they need to help their club run smoothly and profitably. Our goal is to 
provide you with the best service for your money so you can stay focused on your business.

Generate greater revenue and success by teaming up with ASF Payment Solutions.

■ Building client rapport 
■ Being a trusted advisor
■ Solving any issue quickly 

■ Finding efficiencies for 
    clients in our software
■ Offering strategic feedback 
    & support

ASF’S SUPPORT BENEFITS INCLUDE

1-800-227-3859
Call ASF for a free cost comparison of your current services.

Payments I Software I Marketing

■ Taking time to educate our clients
■ Higher Revenue 
■ Hiring people with a passion
    for service

ARE YOU AND YOUR MEMBERS 
JUST ANOTHER NUMBER?

ASFpaymentsolutions.com
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Operators and exercisers are part of the well-balanced 

equation that drives change within the fitness industry. 

On one side, operators are looking for cost-effective 

ways to differentiate their facilities, maintain and 

grow a robust membership base, and drive secondary 

revenue. In fact, IHRSA recently reported that one of 

operators’ top concerns is delivering the latest and 

most effective technologies that help them stand out 

from the crowd in order to retain members and keep 

them engaged. 

On the other 

side, there are the 

exercisers, who 

a r e  c ons t an t l y 

pushing operators 

to find the newest 

and most effective 

training methods 

that meet each 

exerciser’s specific 

needs. In the past, 

traditional cardio 

a n d  s t r e n g t h 

equipment have 

always played a 

significant role in satisfying both parties in the operator-exerciser 

equation, but now functional fitness training methods present 

the opportunity to truly bridge the gap between what operators 

need to run the business and what exercisers are looking for 

in a facility. 

Functional fitness also known as functional training, is 

training for life. It involves performing integrative movements 

that enhance an individual’s performance in daily life or sport. 

Functional movement patterns develop coordination, strength, 

core and mobility, and engage exercisers by regularly varying the 

training tools and environment to produce results. Functional 

fitness has changed the fitness industry landscape in recent 

years; in fact, the American College of Sports Medicine recently 

named functional fitness as one of the fastest growing activities 

across a variety of fitness facilities. With classes like CrossFit and 

small studio training gaining popularity, exercisers are always 

looking for gym classes that are on trend and challenge their 

entire body. Considering that these functional fitness classes 

don’t necessarily 

use traditional gym 

equipment, gym 

operators  must 

be on the lookout 

t o  a d ap t  t h e i r 

spaces to meet the 

growing demand 

f o r  f u n c t i o n a l 

t r a in ing  based 

classes.  Today, 

functional training 

systems, like the 

Queenax system, 

can give the edge 

to exercisers and operators the edge they need to accomplish 

their individual goals. 

Gym floor space is a valuable commodity in the fitness 

industry; investing in one large, expensive equipment piece 

that ends up going unused is a lost investment.  Precor recently 

acquired the functional training company Queenax to better 

meet the needs of operators looking to offer functional fitness to 

Functional Training: 
Giving Operators and Exercisers Endless Advantages 
By: Erica Tillinghast, Precor Global Education Manager

The Format by Queenax - Great for circuit and small group training and 
functional suspension training
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their members. The construction of functional training systems 

like Queenax gives operators the ability to utilize floor, wall 

and ceiling space, making them configurable to any operator’s 

facility and also frees up valuable gym floor space for other 

gym activities and equipment. For instance, The One can fit in 

the corner of a small physical therapy office, while The Format 

can fit a large hall with dozens of exercisers on it. Functional 

training systems also accommodate and complement equipment 

a gym operator might already have in his or her space. Since 

functional training systems occupy very little floor space, an 

operator can fit spin bikes or other cardio equipment to be used 

in conjunction with the system or so that gym members can use 

them while the functional training system is not in use. Finally, 

the configurability of functional training systems means that if 

a space changes, the functional training system can change to 

fit the space, with add-ons, different ceiling mounts, etc. The 

flexibility of these training systems means that the operator’s 

investment will last for the lifetime of the business. 

Just as functional training systems can accommodate the 

specifications of any operator’s space, they also give operators 

the ability to create programming variety. The Queenax system 

has endless add-ons including battle-ropes, ladders, punching 

bags and balance boards, giving operators the ability to diversify 

their class offerings and drive secondary spending with small 

group classes, personal training and small group sessions. In 

addition, the ability to add new options and adapt to constantly 

changing fitness trends means that operators can keep their 

exercisers engaged and happy, leading to increased member 

retention.

Finally, the customizability of functional training provides 

exerciser benefits that extend from the exerciser to the operator. 

Specifically, functional training systems were designed to meet 

the needs of and adapt to a wide swath of exercisers, from 

the novice to the advanced athlete. For instance, an older 

deconditioned exerciser can practice balance and strength on 

a functional training system, while a professional athlete can 

also use the system to run complex, multi-system drills to get 

ready for an upcoming sports season. Having a training modality 

that appeals to a wide range of members and potential members 

ultimately creates a more diverse membership base, which for 

operators is essential to running a robust and healthy fitness 

business. 

Just like the systems themselves, the possibilities are 

endless when it comes to functional training. Adding a 

functional training system to a fitness facility creates the 

opportunity for an operator to add additional revenue, keep 

members around and engaged, as well as open up training and 

programming possibilities for the future, making it the perfect 

solution for any fitness facility.

For more information on Queenax, please visit 

www.precor.com/queenax or contact a sales representative 

by calling 1-800-786-8404 or visiting 

http://www.precor.com/en-us/request-more-information .
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The One by Queenax - Compact solution for smaller spaces

Wall Mounted Queenax System
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The Leader in Fitness Entertainment
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• Reduce Joint Stress

• Burn More Calories

• Increase Energy Levels

• Build Strength & Power
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Cybex Arc Trainer

Real results. Meaningful innovation.
The Arc Trainer® is scientifically proven to create 84% less knee stress than an elliptical. With low 
incline, low resistance start-up and easy-to-read CardioTouch™ display, the Arc Trainer is ideally 
suited for all ages and experience levels.

Which machine gives you the most for your equipment-buying dollar: Arc Trainer®, 
elliptical, or AMT®? Find out now. Download The Ultimate Fitness Test, an exclusive 
white paper for fitness center owners, operators, and trainers.

cybexintl.com/Ultimate-Fitness-Test

Cybex_NFTJ_0615.indd   1 6/25/15   4:25 PM
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TRUE Fitness is taking the traditional 
elliptical to a new level with the new 
TRUE Spectrum. No longer will you 
need to purchase three separate 
machines in order to provide your users 
with a stepper, elliptical, and runner…
the TRUE Spectrum is a stepper, 
elliptical and runner all in one piece 
of equipment. Make the most out 
of your valuable floor space 
with one machine that does 
the job of three.

The all-new TRUE Spectrum provides versatility 

for every user with one-inch stride adjustments, from 13 

inches to 30 inches, providing a comprehensive, total-body 

workout unlike any other. 

With Quick Keys, users can go from a stepping motion, to an 

elliptical motion, to a full-stride running motion with the push 

of a button, to work out a variety of muscle groups in one cardio 

session. Pre-set stride length keys of 13”, 17”, 21”, 25”, and 

30” also make switching between strides nearly effortless. No 

need to pause a workout to select a new stride length, simply 

use the Quick Keys on the moving handlebars, or select one of 

the pre-set stride length buttons on the console. 

W i t h  t h i s  H i g h 

Intensity  Training 

machine, TRUE is 

revolutionizing the cardio market. Like all other TRUE cardio 

machines, the TRUE Spectrum is manufactured with the highest 

quality components and undergoes rigorous testing that TRUE 

is known for in the industry. 

The easy, non-slip Side Steps allow users to mount the 

machine with extreme ease and safety. TRUE’s patented Side 

Step design also allows users to choose whether they would 

like to isolate their arm and leg workouts, or combine 

them both for a full body workout session.

The TRUE Spectrum will also feature its own 

version of TRUE’s total- body workout program, 

Card io  360.  This workout acts l ike a 

personal trainer built right into the 

machine.  The program will walk users 

through a twenty-minute, 

total-body workout 

a s  w e l l  a s 

display video 

demonstrations 

to show each 

user  how to 

s p e c i f i c a l l y 

pe r f o rm  each 

exercise properly, 

on select consoles. 

The Cardio 360 

The Most Versatile Cardio Machine 
on the Market
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program is always changing to ensure the user is 

engaged each and every time they come back to the 

machine. So, don’t worry about your body becoming 

accustomed to the workout, it will always keep your 

body challenged and on its toes.

Customize the Spectrum with any one of TRUE’s 

five console options. All five available console options 

will satisfy the needs of all users: the Emerge, the 

Escalate9, the Escalate15, and the Transcend10, 

and the Transcend16. 

TRUE’s console lineup ranges from a basic LED 

screen that allows any user to approach the machine and 

start, all the way up to a high-end touch screen with 

all the bells and whistles. Our Emerge console is our 

most basic screen and features an LED display, user 

friendly capabilities, multiple pre-programmed 

workouts, and workout session 

da ta .  The  Esca l a t e9  and 

Escalate15 consoles have a 

more advanced display and 

provide users with a more 

interactive experience than 

the Emerge. These two consoles 

range in size, 9-inch screen or 15-

inch screen, and require navigation by utilizing the buttons 

located on the console. Our Transcend10 and Transcend16 

consoles are our most high-end, user interactive consoles we 

offer. The 10-inch Transcend10 and the 16-inch Transcend16 

allow users to navigate via touch screen. Features on these 

consoles include: Virtual Active, Bluetooth functionality, TV 

programming, pre-programmed workouts, and more. TRUE’s 

innovative technological advances provide something for 

everyone whether it is a simple start-and-go console, or the 

latest technology on our interactive touch screen. TRUE has 

something for everyone.

About TRUE Fitness

TRUE Fitness has been designing and building premium fitness 

equipment for performance-driven individuals for over thirty-four 

years.  TRUE equipment is modeled by, and for, athletes, advanced 

and engineered with the same exacting focus, determination, and 

competitive spirit.  To own a TRUE product is to recognize a higher level 

of performance.  TRUE equipment faces relentless and systematic life 

testing, which results in smooth and quiet quality, built to withstand 

the strenuous demands of the commercial fitness environment. 

For more information on the all-new TRUE Spectrum and 

other TRUE Fitness products, visit www.truefitness.com or 

call 1.800.426.6570.  Connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube and LinkedIn.  



Heavy Equipment
 for Serious Athletes.
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PRIME is where performance meets innovation. Our Racks were created with the influence of
professional athletes and trainers. A highly durable design, customizable build options and a wide variety

of accessories make our Racks the PRIME equipment for any professional or home gym.
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Fi tness  c lubs seek ing 

effective ways to attract 

and retain members know 

that program variety and 

equipment versatility are key.  

That’s why facility owners who 

install Power Plate® pro7™ 

who l e  body  v i b r a t i on 

equipment rave about the 

results—for their clients and 

their business.

“I wanted [the pro7] as a tool for my 

personal training business, because it’s 

effective and it’s safe,” says Kevin, a 

trainer at Biotonic Vibe Studio in South 

Beach, FL. “We have a very goal-oriented 

crowd here, and everyone 

has fun with the Power 

Plate.” 

That fun stems 

f r om  end l e s s l y 

engaging, high-

efficiency training 

provided by the 

p r o7 .  L i k e  a l l 

advanced vibration equipment 

from Power Plate, the pro7 delivers 

clean vibration throughout the body 

while users perform an infinite array 

of exercises. This vibration causes a 

natural physiological reflex that builds 

muscle and gets results—in less time, 

and with less impact, than other fitness 

methodologies.

Discover even more proven 
benefits of the Power Plate pro7:

FOCUSED FITNESS RESULTS

Whole body vibration training on Power 

Plate lets users focus their workout toward 

specific, measurable results, whether their 

goals include increased muscle strength, 

improved flexibility, better balance, 

increased circulation, a better BMI—or 

any combination thereof.

That’s why top clubs, physical therapy 

facilities and professional sports teams 

build their fitness foundations on Power 

Plate—particularly with the pro7. Not 

only do more than 200 studies prove 

the benefits of whole body vibration 

training overall, but professional athletes 

themselves see real-world performance 

improvements with the pro7 specifically.

“[The pro7] is a great tool to help you 

get a great workout when your time is 

hampered,” says Andre Ethier, outfielder 

for the Los Angeles Dodgers, who during 

the 2010-2011 season utilized 

Power Plate as part of his 

rehabilitation following 

a knee injury—and who 

continues training with 

the pro7 today. “…Best 

of all, it allows you to 

isolate muscles. For 

me, it was my knee. 

The Power Plate really helped 

wake up that muscle for me… and get 

me back on the field. It’s an important 

part of what keeps me going for the 

season every year.”

14      NATIONAL FITNESS TRADE JOURNAL

Build a Stronger Clientele 
with the Power Plate pro7



Professional athletes aren’t the 

only users who benefit. Whole body 

vibration training is proven to promote 

faster recovery of damaged muscles and 

tendons among physical therapy clients 

of all levels. pro7 users rehabilitating 

from injury (or surgery) or who are seeking 

effective pain management can achieve 

their desired results.  

PROVEN POWER PLATE TECHNOLOGY

The scientific principle driving pro7 

performance is this: reflexive activation 

of nerves and muscle creates adaptation. 

The pro7 provides users with a slightly 

unstable surface that’s precisely 

engineered to transmit consistent, safe, 

and controlled waves throughout the body, 

collectively activating muscle contractions 

between 25-50 times per second.

With every vibration, the body is 

encouraged to perform 3-dimensional 

reflexive muscle actions (front-to-back, 

up-and-down, and side-to-side) in order 

to maintain stability. The net result is 

a measurable improvement in blood 

circulation, balance, strength and power—

all achieved at maximum efficiency.

Another key to the pro7’s success 

is its Dual Sync™ Twin Motor System, 

which maintains the machine’s precise 

balance at any frequency and amplitude 

level, allowing for perfect synchronization 

of vibration for maximum muscle reflex, 

response and efficiency.

It’s no wonder then, that The 

Gray Institute®—the world’s foremost 

authority of Applied Functional Science® 

and 3-dimensinal movement—recently 

announced the launch of Power Plate’s 

educational partnership. Power Plate’s 

training certification programs for fitness 

professionals are now a collaborative 

part of the Institute’s vast educational 

offerings. 

“As far as we’re concerned, the Power 

Plate is one of the most unique and 

powerful environments we can utilize for 

our patients and clients to enhance their 

function” said Dr. Gary Gray, FAFS, PT, 

CEO and Founder of The Gray Institute.

Two new certification programs are 

now available: Power Plate Orientation 

Workshop (PPOW) and Certified Power 

Plate Trainer (CPPT): Power Plate 

Fundamentals. 

TOTAL WORKOUT CUSTOMIZATION

Even more than the advanced technology 

or proven results, Power Plate users 

appreciate the intense customization the 

pro7 provides. With easy touchscreen 

access to over 250 customized programs 

and 1,000 video coaching tips—and the 

ability to perform an endless range of 

exercises—the Power Plate pro7 provides 

users of all levels with upwards of one 

million different workout combinations.

Plus, the pro7 is the first commercial 

vibration training device to feature an 

integrated LCD touch screen with 

Functional Interactive Training (F.I.T.) 

software, which conveniently takes 

new and veteran clients through every 

stage of their Power Plate workout. And 

because every pro7 comes equipped with 

embedded proMOTION™ multidirectional 

cables with variable resistance, there’s 

no limit to what you and your clients can 

achieve with the pro7.

Coaches and personal trainers love 

that Power Plate also complements 

popular training techniques, like 

kettlebells, suspension training and 

ViPR. And remember those membership-

boosting benefits of versatility and variety? 

The pro7 makes it even easier for your 

members to stay engaged with Power 

Plate’s new total body cable accessory 

kit. Featuring a long bar, waist and ankle 

belts, and cable extenders, the Power 

Plate cable accessory kit (fully compatible 

with the pro7) takes your clients’ pro7 

experience to exciting new levels.

Best of all, the benefits experienced 

by clients using the pro7 extend 

far beyond traditional fitness. From 

rejuvenation, to anti-aging treatments, to 

benefits of therapeutic massage—Power 

Plate technology provides exceptional 

results and consistent client satisfaction. 

And since the pro7 features the industry’s 

largest vibration training platform, 

pro7 users of every physical ability 

can enhance their routine and see real 

results—no matter what their goals. 

With so many ways to benefit from 

Power Plate pro7 advanced vibration 

training technology, how you choose 

to engage your clients and grow your 

membership is  l imi ted only  by 

imagination. 

For more information about these 

and other Power Plate products, 

visit  powerplate.com, or cal l 

877-87-PLATE.
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ALL THE GOOD STUFF IS ON 
THE OTHER SIDE OF TIRED.

BY AN ATHLETE FOR AN ATHLETE

Nothing can prepare you for lateral movement and explosive power 
like the Change of Direction (C.O.D) machine. The C.O.D. lets you 
simulate many athletic movements 
dynamically with a unique combination 
of resistance and movement. 

Want to see how we are making athletes 
stronger? View our Video Training Series 
at biltbyagassiandreyes.com/training.
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unapologetically 
authentic

A true blend of strength, 
sweat and swagger.

We do not bend to passing trends. We do not compromise quality to join the latest 
fads. We innovate for the sake of the best possible workout. We consistently 

create authentic workout experiences across all areas of fitness. It’s who we are 
and who we’ll always be – and we make no apologies for either.

sales@stairmaster.com
888.678.2476
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If there is one thing commercial fitness players have learned, 

it is that innovation is relentless. Just when you think you’ve got 

everything in place and can take a breather, along comes plate 

loaded strength, or ground zero, or functional training, or most 

recently cross fit. The issue is always, “How do you respond?” “How 

do you not get run over?”

You can be reactive, trying to match the guy down the street 

or across town. Or you can try to get ahead of the curve and go on 

offense. This article is about that second way.

When Torque Fitness decided to make a run at the commercial 

strength environment, they got a lot of advice on what pieces 

they had to have in their line. A year later they had a line of 18 

selectorized pieces and 20 free weight pieces – everything they 

were told the strength exercise floor needed. To them, the piece 

proliferation felt like a Wizard of Oz assignment.  Just slay one more 

wicked witch, and you can go back to Kansas.

Then the light bulb lit up in their heads. What would happen if 

they designed systems based not on what the strength floor needs, 

but on what the body needs? If you train the human body better 

than everyone else, isn’t that how you win? This led to a new design 

philosophy that Torque calls “Body Logic.” You focus on giving the 

body everything it needs, which just so happens to be accomplished 

with fewer pieces in a smaller footprint. This was the thinking behind 

Torque’s M8 strength circuit which consolidated 18 machines into 

a more intuitive 8 unit circuit, primarily for deconditioned novices 

starting out. As you will see, other pieces further up the training 

continuum complete the process of designing for the body instead 

of the strength floor.

18      NATIONAL FITNESS TRADE JOURNAL

Going On Offense 

Chestnut Hill College – Torque Fitness X-Rack installed by Gym Source
“The customized 54’ X-rack was the perfect fit for a much more functional and efficient experience 
for all of our users - student-athletes, students, faculty and staff. To say we are loving it, would 
be a huge understatement!”       
- Sandy Dickson. Director of Fitness and Recreation, Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia PA
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Torque’s Body Logic thinking emerged just when clubs had 

to find space for systems to counter the cross fit craze. Box gyms 

threatened to peel members away with the lure of high intensity 

functional training and the excitement of a group exercise 

experience. Clubs needed an answer. At this time, Torque saw an 

opportunity to put their years of design and engineering expertise 

toward building group exercise racks that were more rock solid 

during extreme movements with smoother function and feel in 

all the moving parts. So when box gym owners or users tried out 

Torque’s club quality systems, there would be no comparison. Other 

discoveries followed.

When cross fit first came along, most clubs had no room for new 

equipment on the existing strength floor. So they would convert a 

racket ball court or group exercise room into a look-alike cross fit 

“box gym.” However, clubs that found room for group strength on 

the existing floor discovered that group exercise sights and sounds 

brought a level of excitement that enhanced everyone’s experience 

on the floor. So in addition to superior equipment, Torque designed 

systems that could fit into existing spaces. They brought out units 

that fit in corners and systems that could start with a small footprint 

and expand as popularity grew.

As Torque proceeded to think logically about how best to serve 

the body, they began applying logic to other ways to get ahead of the 

curve. Three other thought processes emerged in addition to Body 

Logic: Training Logic, Space Logic, and Dollar Logic.

Training Logic
Thinking about the entire floor, Torque reasoned that the ideal 

equipment set up should provide an entry point for every level of 

conditioning, and smooth transitions through the levels of function 

and intensity, from novice to extreme and everything in between. 

Novice members can begin with full muscle group conditioning on 

Torque’s M8 circuit where they strengthen muscle groups through 

the “training wheels” of fixed motion. When they’ve learned the 

movement patterns necessary to progress, they can graduate to 

the functional motion of cable systems and free weights where 

they train the way their body moves in real life. To go further, they 

are now ready for group functional training where peers challenge 

and encourage each other in a more intense group experience. This 

can start on Torque’s X-Lab at moderate intensity, and if the user 

desires, to more intense ultimate training on the X-Rack. Training 

Logic yields an entry point at every level of conditioning and smooth 

transitions to progressively higher levels.

Space Logic
Everyone knows there will never be enough space to accommodate 

every new innovation. This means that new innovations must be 

configured in compact footprints and offer superior exercise function 

over equipment they might have to displace. That’s why Torque’s 

Cable Technology Jungles consolidate multiple cable stations in a 

compact footprint around a central core rather than spread around 

in several single stations. Further, Torque’s Group functional training 

systems – the X-Lab and X-Rack - are available to fit center, corner 

or wall spaces, and expand modularly as popularity grows. Space 

logic is a process of accommodating innovations in existing space 

by consolidating footprints and bringing more exercise function to 

the floor without any compromises.

Dollar Logic
You could stress out when you feel forced to invest in new 

innovations, or you can see your expenditures pursuing the most 

long term competitive advantage for the dollar. An X-Lab and X-Rack 

not only puts you on offense against interlopers like box gyms, they 

also enable you to displace a number of expensive selectorized and 

free weight pieces, This will ultimately optimize your equipment 

investment strategy while also maximizing your top line and bottom 

line long term.  

In Summary
If you bring in equipment to match the club down the street or 

across town, your journey is unending. If you take a step back and 

ask yourself what makes sense for the body, for training, for space 

utilization, and for dollars, you are beginning to apply logic to the 

big picture. Body Logic, Training Logic, Space Logic and Dollar 

Logic will help get you ahead of the curve. 

For more information contact Torque Fitness Toll Free: (877) 867-7835, 

Phone: (763) 754-7533, or Email: sales@torquefitness.com.
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Would You Like It to Look Like This?

Since 1994 The Abs Company has been providing innovative Core Training Products for commercial fitness 
centers all over the world. Our turnkey packages make it easy for you to turn your old ab training area into a new 
Core Strength Zone. Having a dedicated area for Core Training will keep your current members excited and 
motivated and increase your sales when new prospects tour your facility. You can even create a New Profit Center  
by offering supervised group training programs.

FREE! Graphics Package $500.00 Value
This month we are offering a complete graphics package when you place your order for a 4 pack, 6 pack  

or 8 pack. You will receive custom printed graphic banners with your club’s logo.

FREE! AB Coaster PS-500
If you are one of the first 25 to place your order we will also send you a FREE Ab Coaster PS-500  

($400.00 value). This is our consumer model which can be used for a membership referral program, fund raiser, etc.

Give us a call today and find out how you can transform your Ab Area into a Core Strength Zone.

Does Your Core
TraInIng area
Look LIke ThIs?

call for details 1-866-219-5335   •   outside the U.S. 1-908-879-2713 
www.theabscompany.com 
The Abs Company,  P.O. Box 9  Chester, NJ 07930
Patent and trademark information available upon request.  © 2015 The Abs Company

Get Your FREE
 Core Profits
  E-book!
    Go to ebookabs.com  
     for a FREE copy.
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Over the past 33 years we have had the 
opportunity to come to know many people in the 
fitness industry. Some people come and go but 
others seem to stick around. Cy Manula is one of 
those guys who just seems to get more excited 
about fitness! Cy resides in Central Florida where 
coincidentally he is only minutes away from the 
original home of the Nautilus brand (must be 
something in the water down there). He is on 
the board of directors for Fusion Fitness Designs, 
an organization dedicated to the design of new 
strength training products and where the Skyline 
Strength Series originated. 
We had the opportunity to 
speak with him recently about 
the Skyline Strength Series. 

NFTJ: Cy you have mostly been involved 

with marketing and sales over your 

career. Why would you decide to take on 

the design of a strength product? 

Cy: I think it’s because I was told that it 

could not be done. The strength-training 

segment of the industry has become an 

afterthought for most manufacturers.  I’d 

have to say that I have tried everything 

there is on the market and then I decided 

to build my own.  The fitness industry 

needs a fresh new strength product and 

the Skyline Strength Series is it.

NFTJ: There are a lot of products on the 

market and I’m sure it’s a big financial 

risk to R&D new products, so why take 

the chance?

Cy: Quite simply, it’s my passion. As 

a young boy growing up on a farm in 

Pennsylvania, I was passionate about fitness. My father was an engineer 

and I remember him working in the shop. He would take shapeless 

materials and turn them into amazing usable items. I guess you could 

say it is in my DNA.

NFTJ:  Where do your products fit into the market?

Cy: The Skyline Strength Series is a complete line of strength 

products including 24 selectorized units, benches, racks and plate 

loaded.  Plus, we will modify and customize our units to fit the 

specific needs of our customers.  We are a full service strength 

provider.

NFTJ:  Where did you come up with the inspiration for your 

design style?

Strength Speaks: A View Of The Skyline 
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Cy:  From the aerospace industry. I wanted to create a product that 

resembled the smooth outer edge of a wing. All welds had to be 

hidden and the structure had to be integral to the unit.

NFTJ: The end result is radically different from any other product 

we have seen.  How did you do it?

Cy: First we chose an aesthetically pleasing external appearance 

for the product line, and then worked backwards from there.  

As you can see a very large part of each unit is actually aircraft 

aluminum including the patented sub frame system and the primary 

components on each unit. The units provide such a unique profile, 

which is why the name “Skyline” was chosen.

NFTJ:  We have to admit your product does look radically different.

Cy: That is precisely why we built this line! The equipment 

you purchase has got to give you a distinct advantage in your 

market.  If you simply purchase what your area competition 

has you have no advantage.  Skyline Strength will give you  

the unique selling features that will attract new members and 

retain current ones.  

NFTJ: You have chosen to build your products in the United States. 

Why the US when the industry is moving off shore for production?

Cy: Why Not!  US manufacturing is highly respected in the global 

market. The amazing quality is well worth the extra expense.  We 

also realized that to be successful we had to control all aspects of 

the manufacturing process.

NFTJ: That’s all great but you know that the market is extremely 

price conscious. These units have got to be very expensive.

Cy: Because of our patented build style; the manufacturing process 

is highly automated limiting variable costs. The result is pricing at 

or below our competition! Can’t beat that. 

NFTJ: What are the other advantages of automating your 

manufacturing processes?  

Cy: They are three-fold. Our process allows for a fit and finish 

never before seen in the strength equipment industry; therefore, 

we are able to create a shape and look to our products never before 

possible. As mentioned above, we can manufacture a superior 

product in the USA while maintaining a price point at or below 

our competition.

NFTJ: With your deep personal roots in the fitness industry is it 

safe to say the products function as well as they look?

Cy: Absolutely! Like I said, I tried everything else and then I built 

my own.

NFTJ: What is your sales structure?

Cy: Dealer driven! 

NFTJ: Dealer driven? Isn’t that going against the industry trend of 

eliminating dealers and selling factory direct?

Cy: If you want your end customer to have the very best service 

then the dealer driven sales structure is the only way. Dealers are 

in their local communities daily and are the most responsive to 

their customers’ needs.  

NFTJ: Are you currently seeking dealers? 

Cy: Yes. We are looking for dealers and international distributors 

to join our family.

NFTJ:  What is your involvement with Fusion Fitness Designs?

Cy: I am a founder and a member of the board of directors. We are 

dedicated to the design and innovation of strength training products 

and the Skyline Strength Series is one of our projects.

NFTJ: Any hot new products in the pipeline?

Cy: Oh yes! We have some super cool concepts focused on the 

functional  training/crossfit crowd that will make this exercise 

modality much more accessible to everyone. Don’t worry; NFTJ 

readers will be the first ones to hear about them.

NFTJ: Well, we’re happy to hear all this great news about your 

product development and we look forward to working with you.

To learn more about the Skyline Strength Series,  

contact Fusion Fitness Designs at (386) 283-0032. 

FusionFitnessDesigns.com
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Replace racks of dumbbells with ONE SET OF POWERBLOCKS

Costs a fraction of 
traditional dumbbells
Patented compact design 
saves space
Perfect for work stations 
set up
Change weights in seconds

Optional handle to do
kettlebell exercises
with the dumbbell
weight stack

Custom club/team
handle decals
available

877·316·9853           Call or visit for brochure           powerblock.com

Commercial Models
U-20 

U-32

Club 50 

Club 90 

Club 125 

Club 175 

2.5-20 lbs per hand, replaces 8 pairs.

4-32 lbs per hand, replaces 8 pairs.

10-50 lb per hand, replaces 9 pairs.

5-90 lbs per hand, replaces 18 pairs.

12.5-125 lbs per hand, replaces 16 pairs.

12.5-175 lbs per hand, replaces 22 pairs.



888.435.4926 (888-HELIXCO)
sales@helixco.comWorld’s First Lateral Trainer™

WHY ARE THESE  
PEOPLE SMILING?

When was the last time you saw people smiling, downright giddy in fact, while using a piece of 
cardio equipment?

That’s what you get with Helix Lateral Trainers. Everyone that tries Helix loves Helix. In just a few 
short years, over 1,000 facilities have added Helix. From Super Bowl winning teams, to 24 Hour  
Fitness, to elite universities such as Penn State, to dozens of Y’s and many others.

The patented, 360° lateral motion of Helix creates RADICALLY greater muscle  
activation than traditional cardio, so members (and athletes), see REAL results,  
FAST. Which keeps them smiling.

And, our special finance program, which includes no payments for 90 days, will  
keep you smiling!

Will yours be the next great facility to enjoy Helix?

NO  
Payments 

90 Days!
F O R

EB Fitness 
Cleveland, Ohio
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The family of consoles, dubbed “OpenHub” provides club 

owners and facility managers with a suite of connectivity 

options that improve the club member experience and the 

club management experience through entertainment, asset 

management and game play.  OpenHub will be available in 

three configurations – a 15” touch screen, a 10” touchscreen 

and an LCD version. “No other manufacturer offers the range 

of connectivity as affordably as StairMaster and Star Trac 

will”, said Dustin Grosz, President of Core Health & Fitness. 

“”Non-proprietary”, “configurable” and “affordable” 

were the themes we returned to time after time during 

our development process” said Jeff Dilts, VP of Product 

Management and Innovation at Core Health & Fitness. 

“Operators wil l  be able to purchase our treadmills, 

ellipticals, StepMills™ and TreadClimber®, then add in 

the enhancements they want over time.  You will have the 

flexibility and the freedom to use your consoles the way you 

see fit and know that as new applications and technologies 

are developed, OpenHub will be ready”, Dilts added.

Core Health & Fitness worked with two technology leaders, 

Wahoo and EcoFit Networks, on the development of these new 

consoles. The Wahoo API is compatible with over 100 leading 

fitness apps and makes it easy for members to incorporate their 

workouts in the gym with what they track outside the gym.

“With Wahoo, we have a partner who both understands that 

consumer behavior and seamlessly integrates into the most widely 

used and popular apps out there”, says Merrill Richmond, Vice 

President of Marketing at Core Health & Fitness.

“We see a strong desire for club members to capture 

feedback, be recognized on their social networks and harness 

both of these to become an additional source of motivation 

for their workout program. By partnering with Wahoo, we’re 

making the experience as seamless as possible so club members 

can focus on their fitness goal, not on managing multiple or 

proprietary apps” Richmond added. 

Similarly, by incorporating the Enterprise Asset Management 

OpenHub Helps 
Gym Members and
Operators Stay Connected
Next year, Core Health and Fitness will debut 
a new line of consoles for their Star Trac and 
StairMaster equipment.   

OpenHub allows users to utilize any of the programs available through our partners.
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(EAM) platform by EcoFit Networks, OpenHub enhances club 

owners’ ability to effectively manage their assets. Unlike 

the proprietary offerings that are in the market today, the 

EAM solution EcoFit brings to the market works across many 

manufacturers machines. “Our approach is compatible with 

most types of equipment and is incredibly easy to install into 

the new OpenHub family of consoles. 

Using EcoFit’s EAM, the OpenHub consoles relay detailed 

information about each piece of equipment which can be read 

and managed in one centralized system. The detailed reports let 

club owners know which machines in the gym are being used 

most, how popular particular lines of equipment are, which 

pieces of equipment are due for routine maintenance, and it can 

even allow you to compare data across multiple gym locations.

From a data perspective The EcoFit EAM platform provides 

complete visibility on their treadmills’ uptime, usage and 

maintenance needs”, said Dave Johnson, EcoFit Network’s Chief 

Business Development Officer. “The low cost and flexibility of 

EcoFit makes this an obvious choice for gym owners that want 

total and unbiased control of the behavioral trends in their 

facilities”, Johnson added.

A distinctive feature of OpenHub asset management is that 

it connects all of your equipment wirelessly without bogging 

down your existing Wi-Fi network. It is able to do this because 

it operates using a wireless radio network designed and built by 

EcoFit. High frequency radio waves transmit data throughout 

the premises, a method that is robust, reliable, and designed 

specifically for the busy fitness center environment.

In addition to Wahoo and EcoFit’s platforms, the console 

also comes with Ant+ technology which works with group display 

aggregators, giving gyms the ability to set up leaderboards and 

allowing for other group based functionality.

The 800/900mHz receivers, embedded TVs, and optional 

personal viewing screens means that those members who do 

not come with their own devices will still be able to enjoy an 

abundance of entertainment options.

In addition to connectivity from software solutions, OpenHub 

provides connectivity options through hardware. USB and HDMI 

enable users to stream content from their mobile device. They 

provide a way to charge a phone or tablet while you work out.

Look for the new OpenHub consoles on Star Trac and 

StairMaster products in 2016.  For more information, 

contact them at 877.782.7872 or via email at  

sales@startrac.com or sales@stairmaster.com.

Star Trac cardio offers two options of displays with multiple features available to users.
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This changes everything.

800.862.1509
www.GreenSeriesFitness.com  •  Info@GreenSeriesFitness.com

Call today and learn how Green Series Fitness™  
is changing the way the industry does business.

The new TM8000.

19” Touch Screen  with TV, WiFi  
& Virtual Connect™ Workouts

Left & Right Speed & Elevation Quick Paddles

Up to 20% Incline

Angled Aluminum Side Rails

Lubricant-Infused Habasit 25,000 Mile 
Maintenance-Free Running Belt

6.0 HP NextGEN III Eco Drive System™
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“Gender, race, nationality, socioeconomic 

status, sexuality, religion, age - all of the things 

people typically build walls around to fortify their 

differences - can - and do - find common ground 

in physical activity. There is not a country or 

people in this world that does not embrace sport 

or physical activity in one form or another, and 

despite our differences, we share the benefits of 

increased strength and mobility by our mutual 

participation. I believe the dynamics of social 

interaction, together with physical activity, is the 

doorway to a lifestyle of wellness.” 
  

They were everywhere at this year’s IHRSA & IDEA Conferences.  
They stole the show.  They were strategically planted in marketing.  
They were the headlines of presentations and the focus of many 
pre-conference events. They were the BUZZ words. Do you know 
what they were? Can you name three of them?

“Community” was a big buzz word.  “Functional fitness” was 
another.  And then there was “accountability.” And how could you 
even move forward without “results?” They all added up to one 
thing - Small Group Training (SGT).

I know, I know. Many fitness professionals are probably reading 
this article and thinking, “These are not BUZZ words. These are 
the core values of my business.” I FEEL YOU ON THAT ONE!!! 

I’m writing this because I hope that the organizers of the events 
and the major brands who have had their own “aha” moments will 
turn to the professionals like me and others who have specialized 
in small group training for years and ask for direction so that quality 
small group training is not turned into the usual fad diluted by 
“band wagoners” jumping into something just because they can 
afford to slap a program together and send it to the masses before 
they understand the soul and the purpose of it.  

I started Small Group Training (SGT) years ago in a place 
that desperately needed a community dynamic and fitness 
was the tool. I started it because I believed that fitness could 
bridge societal gaps and bring people together. I am excited to 
see how the concept of Small Group Training has progressed 
in popularity. However, there are some key elements necessary 
to ensure its success and, more important, its integrity.  Our 

Revolutionizing Small Group Training
By Dennis Dumas
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programming addresses those elements with special tools to 
achieve that success.  

Our Small Group Training tools include but are not limited to:

• Technology that monitors, collects, and organizes data delivered 
on a platform that is fun, engaging, and easy to use for both the 
participant and the fitness pro.  The tool? MYZONE.

• Programs that provide flexible, manageable, engaging workouts 
that allow group leaders to shine and include a mix of formatted 
training to highlight their individual style.  The tool? Throwdown 
Programming & Transformations.

• Equipment that is reliable, safe, and challenging while providing 
as many diverse workstations as possible to engage participants 
and allow for progression and fresh content. The tool?  Throwdown 
Industries Functional Fitness Accessories Frames and Bag Racks.

• Professional and nationally-recognized training and certification 
for fitness professionals that is accessible and affordable. The tool?  
NAFC Transformations Power SGT Certification 

The only elements in the fitness industry that are truly unique 
and proprietary anymore are the fitness professionals themselves. 
With the proper tools, they can express their individuality while 
providing an educated and structured experience for their clients. 
The less guesswork and improvisation from fitness professionals 
and the more continuity, the greater the likelihood for results and 
positive engagement with training participants. Technology such as 
MYZONE allows for credible data that provides intelligent coaching, 
measuring both the effort applied in real time and the speed of 
heart rate recovery, a key fitness metric. MYZONE instantly makes 
your team better.  The collection of data and the access for fitness 
professionals is an entry to deeper training and programming. Fitness 
professionals can review training, food logging, and information to 
provide future programming and training recommendations. Further, 
the data can be used to build a digital community with the SGT 
group itself, where participants motivate each other with tools such 
as leaderboards, status ranking tables, and social media interaction.  

When selecting programs and equipment for your team or 
facility, it is critical that the two are compatible with the services and 
personality of your business. Every Throwdown Functional Fitness 
Frame can be customized by size, accessories, attachments, and 
color, and even outdoor equipment.  Every frame and rack comes 
with fully developed education and program manuals that include 
master trainer certificates and support.  CEC opportunities are 
available to staff and business plans are available to help drive 
revenue to the club and to fitness professionals. 

Transformations is one of the most successful small group 
training programs in the country. This program was initially offered 
at my “One-On-One Fitness Studios,” has since touched the lives 
of more than 6000 participants in 12 different locations and has 
earned more than $1 million annually and has averaged more than 
$200k per year at every kind of facility from boutique studios to 
big box  clubs, since 2008. Transformations is an all-inclusive, 
fully packaged nutrition and training program that can be easily 
implemented at any size facility. This program has changed the 
lives of countless fitness professionals, giving them ownership and 
major career advancement opportunities. Transformations is now 
a globally-recognized PowerCert through the National Association 
for Fitness Certification (NAFC).

Fitness professions almost uniformly agree that education and 
continuing education are among their top 5 priorities when planning 
their future. When these things can be provided with no cost to the 
team, they can focus in on member experience and relationship/
business building.  Backed by the NAFC, fitness professionals will 
have all the tools they need for success - from CECs to basic trainer 
and advanced certifications, and opportunities to grow their career.  
The science and mechanics tied to the business development and 
program execution materials will instill confidence in the trainers 
who are leading the Transformation Small Group Training Programs.

These programs –Throwdown, Transformations, MYZONE, 
and NAFC - have now been combined into an exciting package to 
provide a fully stocked toolbox for fitness professionals. We hope 
that fitness professionals and facilities large and small will join us in 
sharing the industry’s fastest-growing small group training programs 
with their clients and members.  Help us to make America fit with 
Throwdown, Transformations, MYZONE and the NAFC!   

Dennis Dumas is a dedicated and focused leader and 
entrepreneur who thrives on team development and 
accelerated growth. He has a history of helping clients and 
companies achieve significant long-lasting success, both 
physically and financially respectively. Dennis builds his teams 
around three pillars of success: sales training, motivation, 
and education.

For further information about the exciting Transformations 
Small Group Training Program, contact Dennis at  
(650) 400-7187 or email at dennis.dumas@throwdown.com.
To contact NAFC, e-mail Mike Leboss at mike@mefit2.com.
To contact MYZONE, call Ron Sobiek at (715) 587-7661, or 
e-mail  ron.sobiek@myzone.org.



We Have Over 20 Years of 
Flooring Experience Under Our Feet…

…That’s why, when it comes to choosing the right  

flooring for their facilities, health and fitness clients 

worldwide trust Centaur Floor Systems to do the 

footwork for them.  Centaur steps to the task with 

a vast selection of high quality brands in floor 

coverings that stand up to your demands.  Call a 

flooring expert now at 800-536-9007 or hop online 

to CentaurFloors.com for more information.
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E a r l y  m o r n i n g  r u n s  a r e  n o w 

accompanied by a crisp chill in the air; 

supermarket shelves are adorned with 

everything pumpkin imaginable, and 

afternoon drives are bursting with vibrant 

landscapes that rival those of a Whitman 

novel—fall must be here! For fitness 

facilities or personal trainers, fall means 

a great opportunity to get up-and-run-

ning with gym management software. 

Although finding the right software can 

be a t ime consuming experience, 

learning how to use the product does not 

have to be. The key to undergoing 

software training is to see it through a 

lens that is relevant and meaningful to 

the trainee (user). In the fitness industry, 

for example, comparing software training 

to personal training is an obvious choice.

Personal Training and Software Training
Truth be told, few differences exist between a client learning 

fitness from a personal trainer and a software user learning 

technology from a software trainer. Both disciplines require 

learning an unfamiliar set of concepts, the ability to make 

those concepts work, and the willingness to pass on knowledge 

learned to others. However, one key difference is that in fitness 

training it is implied that a client should sweat, while in 

software training sweating is completely optional.

Prior to Training
When fitness training begins, questions can and most likely 

will arise from both client and trainer. “What are your certifica-

tions” or, “how long will it take for me to see results” are a few 

common questions a client may ask. Personal trainers, on the 

other hand, will have a variety of specific questions that delve 

into a client’s previous fitness experience, fitness limitations, 

preferred modality of exercise and goals. Trainers will also need 

to identify if a client’s expectations are realistic. Although these 

questions may seem simple, they are essential for a trainer 

to create a safe and personalized exercise program geared 

towards achieving success. Knowing that every client (user) is 

unique, each question reveals a piece of the puzzle, helping to 

formulate the best possible approach to learning and implemen-

tation for a client. Software training questions may vary when 

compared to personal training, yet their intent and necessity are 

the same.

During Training
While undergoing training — personal or software — one 

reigning factor should never be overlooked: “If you don’t use 

it, you lose it.” Repetition is a key learning technique that 

assures all skills will be retained. A new user must embrace and 

practice the craft being taught. From a personal training point 

of view, failing to work out for weeks on end can potentially 

reverse the progress a client has made.

Software Training: No Need to Break a Sweat



Post Training
A user with the ability to provide software education to other 

employees has accomplished his or her initial formal training 

goals, but this should not signify the end of learning! Rather, 

this period should be a time focused on acknowledging 

progress, keeping up-to-date on any developments within the 

software, and formulating a plan to ensure continued education. 

With current fitness trends and techniques constantly 

changing as technology advances, so too does software and 

its capabilities. The willingness to adapt to technology and 

software improvements will ensure long-term success and a 

mastery of the specific product. Remember to reflect on the 

progress made, outline the next steps, and with the sky being 

the limit, incorporate long-term business goals.

The key to understanding gym management software 

and how it ticks is to look at it from a point of view that may 

be applicable to the trainee-- i.e. personal training. As with 

personal training, software training requires a desire to learn 

and understand that “the more work put in, the better the 

results.” Practicing, sharing knowledge and setting goals will 

result in a “sweating optional” gym management software 

training experience, and a fully educated user.

For more information on how EZFacility can be a partner 

in reaching your goals call 1-866-498-3279, e-mail info@

ezfacility.com, or visit www.ezfacility.com.

216-378-4298
www.gymvalet.com

bruce@gymvalet.com

Holder for Spray Bottles and Towels

Easily attaches to all 
equipment or walls.
Convenient cleaning 
prevents germ and 
virus transmission.
Eliminate expensive 
disposable wipes. 
Save up to 95%!
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Torque Fitness Toll Free: (877) 867-7835 // P: (763) 754-7533
E: sales@torquefitness.com // www.torquefitness.com

To attract and retain members, the exercise 

floor must offer an entry point for every level 

of conditioning, and pathways to higher levels 

of function and intensity. Novice members 

start out on Torque’s M8 circuit where they 

strengthen all muscle groups through the 

“training wheels” of fixed motion. They are 

then ready for functional motion on Torque’s 

Cable Technology Jungles and free weights. 

Next up is group functional training on the 

X-Lab where peers challenge and encourage 

each other in a more intense group experience. 

The X-Rack is for ultra-high intensity groups. 

Training Logic gives members whatever they 

are looking for at every level of conditioning.

The X-Lab is the first step up to group functional training in a logical progression from 
novice conditioning through progressively higher levels of function and intensity.

Training Logic serves the body with an entry point for every level of 
conditioning and pathways to progress in function and intensity.
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Jonathan Dayton High School is part of Springfield Public 

Schools located in Union County, New Jersey.  Founded in 

1934, the school is dedicated to developing the student’s body 

of knowledge, personal character, and high ethical standards in 

hopes of giving them tools to succeed in today’s diverse society.  

The high school believes 

students are entitled to an 

intellectually, emotionally, 

a n d  p h y s i c a l l y  s a f e 

environment.  It is because 

of this belief statement 

that the high school chose 

to remodel their locker 

rooms to ensure the safety 

of their student population.  

In June, 2014 Lance 

J a c ob s ,  t h e  a t h l e t i c 

director of Jonathan Dayton 

High School, decided that 

the dilapidated 1-inch by 

1-inch tiles that covered 

the school’s locker rooms were no longer a safe environment 

for the students.  They needed an update and need to do 

it on a limited public school budget.  The school’s primary 

specification was a safety flooring made to withstand the wet 

surfaces resulting from showers and sinks.   The product also 

had to be installed on top of the old tile floor in order to not 

disrupt the base floor.  

As a result, the school installed 500 square-feet of Poseidon, 

a slip resistant safety floor with a designer look that involves 

minimal maintenance. Poseidon is used in common areas that 

are exposed to wetness.  

Poseidon is offered by Centaur Floor Systems, a company 

that distributes environmentally  unique performance surfaces 

that make people’s lives better.  The product is part of Centaur’s 

sports surfacing line that offers high performance, high-quality 

flooring. Poseidon is offered in 6-foot 7-inch rolls.  

“It is an older high school and they were very pleased with the 

specified product,” said Mark Phillips, product installer at UCS 

Spirit.  “It is a world of difference from what they had.  Poseidon 

is very durable; it could be creased without damaging the product, 

which is very helpful in tight areas and small corners.  It is well 

constructed and beautiful 

to the eye.  For anyone 

who is looking for a floor 

focused on safety, longevity, 

aesthetics and is unwilling 

to compromise, this is the 

right product.”

At Centaur, we realize 

that the performance of 

our products is dependent 

upon many factors that the 

floorcovering itself is only 

one of those factors.  Correct 

subfloor preparation and 

dryness, the workmanship 

of the installer, how the 

product is maintained and the selection of the correct floorcovering 

are all equally important.  Our objective is to support the customer, 

whether it is the architect, specifyer, the contractor, or the end user, 

by providing all the relevant information necessary to ensure that 

the maximum benefit is gained from our products in use.

For additional information on Poseidon or any of the products 

in the Centaur line, please call (800) 536-9007 or visit our 

website @ www.centaurfloors.com

High School 
Chooses 
Poseidon  
Safety Flooring
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Take Workouts 
to New Heights

Get back to basics with the 

MtEverclimb™ continuous rope 

climbing system.  Provide a 

total body workout machine to 

your athletes that’s safer than 

conventional rope climbing.

Call us today at 866-282-5402 to find out 
how to add MtEverclimb™ to your facility.

MtEverclimb.com
Made In 
The USA



We’ve got the four
corners of the fitness 
market covered.

A Functional Training 
Solution that Packs a 
Punch with ROI.

Equipment: Throwdown

Throwdown offers the most innovative and complete 
line of functional fitness frames, attachments and 
accessories. Their line of products is completely modular 
and customizable for any size project. From small spaces 
to large, indoor or outdoor, and in any color — Throwdown 
provides a solution. Every frame is combined with industry-
leading small group training programs that provide CEC and 
certifications. Learn more at throwdown.com.

Certification: NAFC

NAFC is a nationally accredited certifying organization 
that provides the education and credentialing behind 
TRANSFORMATIONS. vNAFC is committed to a higher 
degree of practical education and has achieved this 
through interactive learning tools and hands-on application 
workshops.  It’s specialty certs, “NAFC PowerCerts™” 
maintain the same degree of commitment.
Learn more at nafctrainer.com.

Programming: Transformations

Transformations is a fully accredited, all-encompassing eight 
week fitness and nutrition program. Covering everything 
from marketing to meal planning, Transformations has 
changed the lives of thousands and provided long term 
career opportunities for countless trainers in any type of 
fitness business. With ongoing support, nutrition apps, and 
master trainer opportunities, Transformations has earned 
an average of $200k per year at each location. 

Wearable Technology: MYZONE®

MYZONE is a next-generation heart rate monitor used to 
provide wearers with instant, accurate effort feedback from 
anywhere. In the gym, activity tiles transmit to displays 
allowing members to compare their effort to others at the 
club. And with the free MYZONE app, members can set 
goals, share to social, and compete in challenges — all 
while tracking their effort while on the go. 
Learn more at myzone.org.



[ on very rare occasions ] a design emerges 

that has the power to redefine  an industry

The Skyline™ Strength Series by Fusion Fitness Designs is designed to motivate, 
inspire, captivate and energize the individual to new levels of health and wellness.

Consisting of 24 selectorized units and accompanying benches, the Skyline™ Strength 
Series is a complete line that will transform your facilities and give you a clear 
advantage in your market.

(386) 283-0032  |  www.fusionfitnessdesigns.com  |  Home • Commercial  |  Domestic and International Sales

The world’s finest custom appointed fitness equipment built to your exact specifications.

INFINITE COLORS  |  LUXURY INLAYS  |  CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY  |  PRECISION FABRICATION  |  BRANDING

TM

Made in USA

Built for you

Designed for you

Created for you
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Commercial Fitness Repair Professionals: Want to add 
value and security to your career? Join Our Team !

 

If you are a dedicated, hardworking service 
professional, Ultra Fund, Inc. is here to help 
you get the benefits and assistance needed 
to protect and grow your service business.

 

Disability insurance, health insurance, 

direct deposit of payroll, pension and 

401k, vehicle umbrella coverage, liability 

insurance, personal liability lawsuit 

protection, generous commission on 

all parts sold (including Ultra Belts), 

and expert marketing management are 

just some of the benefits and services 

you will enjoy by coming on board.

U l t r a  F u n d ,  I n c .  i s  c u r r e n t l y 

seeking exper ienced profess ionals  to 

connect with our team of certified experts. 

Becoming a part  of  our  company protects you and 

your business from unexpected financial disaster and 

offers you benefits to protect and invest in retirement.

Better yet, you remain “boss.” You will have all the 

benefits of working for an established company while 

not giving up the option to reject work you deem 

“not worth it.”And your staff is also eligible. 

Don’t miss out on this opportunity to join 

a team of professionals who value hard 

work and appreciate being rewarded for it. 

By requesting an application, you 

will learn all there is to know about 

this exciting prospect. We also give you 

a one-month trial period to be certain 

our business model suits your services.   

Visit us at: www.ultrafitnessequipment.com 

and click the Career tab or call: 877-288-0285 

and we will send you an application.
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• HEX originated vertical tanning in  
 1979  and remains the global   
 leader today

• UL listed tanning system with the   
 highest consumer safety rating

• Only HEX utilizes green materials  
 in construction

• Over 100 finishes available and 
 includes an IPOD docking station and  
 LED signage

• Our patented 3 in 1 smart lamps tan  
 the face, body and legs evenly. They  
 also produce a persistant tan color that  
 increases over the next 4-5 days

• Only system incorporating electronic 
 ballasts – 25% savings on  
 electrical bills

• Service is our #1 Priority. When you  
 call HEX you are greeted by a friendly  
 sales consultant who can answer all  
 your questions and take care of your  
 every need

Five-Star  
Tanning 
Increase Membership,  
More Bottom Line Profits

For more information 
please contact us at

 1-800-556-3201
www.hextanning.com
info@hextanning.com

HTS 9000
with attached  
dressing room 
programmable 
LED display  
optional

HTS 9000
without attached  

dressing room 

HEX beds can be customized

Premium
Tanning 

from a 
Stand-Up 

Kind of 
Company!

“Contraindication: This product is contraindicated for use on persons under the age of 18 years.” “Contraindication: This product must not be used if skin lesions or 
open wounds are present.” “Warning: This product should not be used on individuals who have had skin cancer or have a family history of skin cancer.” “Warning: 

Persons repeatedly exposed to UV radiation should be regularly evaluated for skin cancer.”

Hex_FIT_full_8.375x11.125.indd   1 9/2/15   4:34 PM



www.ivankobarbell.com (310) 514-1155
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If you Google the word “motivation,” you will find two 
definitions:

1.  As a noun, “The reason or reasons one has for  
 acting or behaving in a certain way.” 

2.  The general desire or willingness of someone to do  
 something.

As a club owner or manager, can you motivate your staff and 
employees? The answer is NO. 

There are many things you can do to create an atmosphere for 
self-motivation. Can you see yourself approaching one of your 
employees on Monday morning and saying, “Hi Nancy, I’m here to 
motivate you. What do you think her response would be? As a club 
owner or manager it is your job to create the tone and atmosphere 
for self-motivation. 

Let’s examine the four (4) stages of any career or job.

Stage 1: Excitement: Wow, I finally got a job, nice people work here, 
great company to work for, the best job I ever had, this is easy, I 
like it here, I can see this being my career,  my manager is very 
understanding and supportive, this is fun, and I am learning new 
skills every day. This Excitement Stage may last from 2 weeks to 
10+ years, depending on the work environment.

Stage 2: Questioning: After the Excitement Stage is over the 
Questions Stage begins: Do I need to be on time every day? Do I 
need to work with members that I do not like? Why do I need to 
give tours? Why is Amanda getting paid more than me? Why do I 
get stuck working Saturdays? While your employees go through this 
stage they are less productive and performance suffers. 

Stage 3: Blaming: In this stage employees make statements such 
as: “My manager does not motivate me, I could have closed this 
sale if Susan did not interrupt me, I cannot sell the club because 
the janitors do not clean, I could sell more if visitors did not have 
any objections, I cannot sell because of bad training, people drop 
out because of bad classes, if I got paid more I would work harder, 
if I was the owner I would make many changes here.

Can You Really, Really 
Motivate Anyone? 
By Nikolai Zavadsky, Senior Consultant, Global Fitness Association
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Stage 4: Looking: After an employee goes through the first three 
stages, they start looking for another job. While they are looking 
they are not productive.  

What should a club owner or manager do? The first step is to 
spend time with your employees and do an assessment to determine 
their stage. If only 10% of your employees are in Stage 1, there is 
room for improvement. Here are some ideas. 

Stage 1: Keep encouraging and supporting your employees, listen 
to them, continue to provide training sessions, have them be the 
mentor to new employees, and do not get in their way of success.

Stage 2:  Get to know them, ask them about their job, and explain 
the policies and what is expected of them. Spend time in answering 
their questions and concerns. Do everything possible to get them 
back to Stage 1. 

Stage 3: If 50% of your staff is in this stage you have a problem. 
It is just like disease, it will spread throughout your company and 
destroy morale and productivity. You will need to spend time and 
effort here to determine how many employees can be moved to Stage 
1 with proper training and coaching. At the same time, determine 
which employees will need to be put on a Performance Improvement 

Plan. This is critical step for any club owner or manager that will 
test your management and leadership skills.
 
Stage 4: Determine which employees are worth keeping and which 
ones will help your company when they exit. If you are experiencing 
a high turnover rate amongst your best employees, something is 
wrong and will need your immediate attention. It is expensive to 
lose great employees, especially after spending your time training, 
coaching and have them earn the respect of your club members. 

A simple question for club owners and managers. . . 
What stage are you in?

Global Fitness Association, created by fitness professionals with over 
40 years in the fitness industry, has emerged as the number one 
resource in the industry. Do what hundreds of fitness professionals 
have done and become a member today for only $10.00 per month.

Special thanks to Linda Hood, and Gary Gresham for contributing 
to this article.

For more information and powerful ideas on what you can do 
to motivate your staff and yourself, call Nikolai Zavadsky at  
702-765-9453 or email Nikolai@globalfitnessassocation.com.   

Over 3,000 colleges, government
organizations and health clubs use
MicroFit software and integrated
testing equipment to assess and
track the wellness of their students,
employees and members.

• Wellness Assessment
• Fitness Assessment
• Diet & Nutrition
• Exercise Training

Free trial software: 

www.MicroFit.com
800-822-0405

sales@MicroFit.com

Made in America
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LIST YOUR COMPANY HERE! List your company’s information in our NFTJ Web Directory, both print and online, for only $1000 
per year (5 issues). To learn more, go to www.NFTJWeb.com, call (541) 830-0400, or email editor@NFTJWeb.com.

NFTJWeb.com Your Online One-Stop-Shopping Source
Check out our free on-line versions of National Fitness Trade Journal at NationalFitnessTradeJournal.com

ACCESSORIES

Gym Valet • 866-435-2009
www.gymvalet.com
info@gymvalet.com

BILLING SERVICES

ASF Payment Solutions 
• 800-227-3859
www.asfinternational.com
info@asfinternational.com

EZFacility • 866-498-3279
www.ezfacility.com
adamz@ezfacility.com

CARDIO EQUIPMENT

Cascade Health & Fitness •  
855-402-4062
www.cascadebiketrainers.com
info@cascadebiketrainers.com 

Cybex • 774-324-8000
www.cybexintl.com
info@cybexintl.com 

Exergame • 877-668-4664
www.exergamefitness.com
info@exergamefitness.com

Green Series Fitness 
• 800-862-1509
www.greenseriesfitness.com
info@greenseriesfitness.com

Gymtropolis • 918-943-6677
www.gymtopolis.com
info@gymtropolis.com

Helix • 888-435-4926
www.helixco.com
sales@helixco.com

Jacobs Ladder • 866-697-4100
www.jacobsladderexercise.com
info@jacobsladderexercise.com

LeMond Powered by HOIST
 • 800-548-5438
www.hoistfitness.com/lemond
sales@hoistfitness.com

Precor • 800-786-8404
www.precor.com
commsls@precor.com

StairMaster • 888-678-2476
www.stairmaster.com
sales@stairmaster.com

Star Trac • 800-228-6635
www.startrac.com
sales@startrac.com

True Fitness • 800-426-6570
www.truefitness.com
info@truefitness.com

VersaClimber • 800-237-2271
www.versaclimber.com
email@heartrateinc.com

CERTIFICATION/
EDUCATION

Nat’l Fitness Business 
Alliance • 800-726-3506
www.thenfba.com
jillian@teamnfba.com

FITNESS 
ENTERTAINMENT

BroadcastVision 
• 888-330-4283
www.broadcastvision.com
sales@broadcastvision.com

MYE Club TV Systems 
• 800-779-6759
www.myeclubtv.com
info@myclubtv.com

FITNESS TESTING

bioDensity • 847-656-3001
www.biodensity.com
info@biodensity.comß 

Microfit • 800-822-0405
www.microfit.com
sales@microfit.com

FLOORING

Centaur Floor Systems 
• 800-536-9007
www.centaurfloors.com
info@centaurfloors.com

FREE WEIGHT 
EQUIPMENT

Ivanko Barbell Co. 
• 310-514-1155
www.ivankobarbell.com
chet@ivankobarbell.com

PowerBlock • 877-316-9853
www.powerblock.com
jay@powerblock.com

Umax Strength • 888-851-8989
www.umaxstrength.com
info@umaxstrength.com

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

Torque Fitness • 877-867-7835
www.torquefitness.com
sales@torquefitness.com

INSURANCE

Reinig Insurance Solutions 
• 800-668-2340
www.keymaninsurance.com  
ken@theinsuranceguy.com

LEASING/FINANCING

Affiliates Capital 
• 978-400-1628
www.affiliatescapital.com
clemar@affiliatescapital.com

healthclubEXPERTS 
• 561-702-5505
www.healthclubexperts.com
paul@healthclubexperts.com

LaSalle AMO • 844-238-8538
www.lasalleamo.com
matt@lasaleeamo.com

LICENSING/
FRANCHISING

Ms Fitness / Miss Fitness 
541-830-0400

LOCKERS

Ideal Products • 800-88-IDEAL
www.idealockers.com
idealocker@aol.com

NUTRITIONAL PROGRAMS/
SUPPLEMENTS

SupplementsToGo.com 
• 877-517-4652
www.supplementstogo.com
customerservice@supplementstogo.com

PILATES

Lagree Fitness • 818-260-0433
www.lagreefitness.com

PUBLICATIONS

Ms. Fitness Magazine
www.msfitness.com
contact@msfitness.com

National Fitness Trade Journal
www.nationalfitnesstradejournal.com
subscriptions@nationalfit-
nesstradejournal.com

REFURBISHED/REMANUFAC-
TURED EQUIPMENT

Fitness Equipment Source 
• 800-748-5125
www.fitnessequipmentsource.com
fitbizmc@aol.com

SAUNA & STEAM 
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

Diamond Fitness 
• 800-966-7758
www.diamondfitness.com
psparks@diamondfitness.com

SERVICES

Mass Movement 
• 888-508-6277
www.massmovement.com
chuck.fedorka@massmovement.com

SOFTWARE

ASF Payment Solutions 
• 800-227-3859
www.asfinternational.com
info@asfinternational.com

EZFacility • 866-498-3279
www.ezfacility.com
adamz@ezfacility.com

STRENGTH EQUIPMENT

The Abs Company 
• 866-219-5335 x4
www.theabscompany.com
info@abcoaster.com

BILT by Agassi & Reyes 
• 702-215-2181
www.biltbyagassiandreyes.com
info@biltbyagassiandreyes.com

Cybex • 774-324-8000
www.cybexintl.com
info@cybexintl.com 

Gymtropolis • 918-943-6677
www.gymtopolis.com
info@gymtropolis.com

HOIST Fitness Systems 
• 800-548-5438
www.hoistfitness.com
sales@hoistfitness.com

MtEverClimb • 866-282-5402
www.mteverclimb.com
ckamp@mteverclimb.com

Nautilus Commercial 
• 800-874-8941
www.nautiluscommercial.com
sales@nautiluscommercial.com

Precor • 800-786-8404
www.precor.com
commsls@precor.com

Prime Fitness USA 
• 855-269-4378
www.primefitnessusa.com
info@primefitnessusa.com

RopeFlex • 650-549-5888
www.ropeflex.com
info@ropeflex.com

Star Trac • 800-228-6635
www.startrac.com
sales@startrac.com

Torque Fitness • 877-867-7835
www.torquefitness.com
sales@torquefitness.com

TANNING EQUIPMENT & 
SUPPLIES

HEX Tanning • 800-556-3201
www.itehex.com
info@hextanning.com

TRADE SHOWS

National Fitness Trade Show 
• 541-830-0400
www.nationalfitnesstradeshow.com
nationalfitness@msfitness.com

WHOLE BODY VIBRATION

Power Plate • 877-877-5283
www.powerplate.com
info@powerplate.com

YOUTH FITNESS

Champions Youth Fitness 
• 877-294-YOUTH x 3
www.championsyouthfitness.com
paul@healthclubexperts.com

Exergame • 877-668-4664
www.exergamefitness.com
info@exergamefitness.com
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CROWDFUNDING WORKING CAPITAL LOAN
 ✓ Working Capital Loan up to $200,000
 ✓ Repayment Terms up to 5 years
 ✓ Applicant must submit loan application with complete 
   financial package
 ✓ Applicants with 620+ FICO credit scores will be considered

CALL FOR A NO OBLIGATION ASSESSMENT!

A Winning Combo to Finance 
Start-ups and Existing Businesses

SBA EXPRESS WORKING CAPITAL LOAN
 ✓ Loan amounts range from $20,000 up to $150,000
 ✓ 10 year repayment term with no prepayment penalty
 ✓ Secured by business assets only
 ✓ Interest rates including all packaging fees from our company and 
   bank fees vary based upon loan amount requested as follows:
      • Loans between $26,000 and $50,000 – 7.8%
   • Loans between $51,000 and $150,00 – 6.7%
 ✓ If buying a franchise – All franchisors must be approved by Franchise 
   Registry (www.franchiseregistry.com)
 ✓ Loan proceeds cannot be used to purchase a business or for 
   construction in excess of $10,000
 ✓ The SBA has temporarily waived its 2% Guarantee Fee so submit your 
     application today!

Paul Bosley, Managing Member
www.healthclubexperts.com
DBA Business Finance Depot

Cell (561) 702-5505 • Efax (954) 301-0702
Email: paul@healthclubexperts.com

EQUIPMENT LEASE
 ✓ Leases range from $5,000 up to $1,000,000
 ✓ Finance strength equipment, cardio equipment and non-fitness 
   equipment such as TV’s and lockers
 ✓ Repayment terms range from 12 months up to 60 months
 ✓ Down payments range from 1 lease payment to 20% down payment
  ✓ We offer Capital Leases with a $1.00 purchase option at the end of 
   the lease term.
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Toll Free: 866.697.4100   |   jacobsladderexercise.com
Jacobs Ladder, LLC  |  908 Niagara Falls Blvd. / Suite 108  |  North Tonawanda, NY 14120

Phone: 716.692.1455  |  Fax: 716.692.1780  |  info@jacobsladderexercise.com

A PRODUCT OF

Ultimate Stair Climber
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